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Motorcycle Journeys Through California & BajaMy CaliforniaJourneys of a LifetimeTravels with
CharleyLittle Journeys To the Homes of Famous WomenUnforgettable JourneysThe New Encyclopedia of
Southern CultureLittle Journeys to the Homes of the GreatA Journey to Great-Salt-Lake CityGreat Escapes:
Southern California (Great Escapes)Great American Railroad JourneysTip of the IcebergExplorer's Guide
Santa Barbara & California's Central Coast: A Great Destination: Includes the Santa Ynez ValleyLittle
Journeys to the Homes Of: Great philosophersLittle Journeys to the Homes of the Great - Complete 14
VolumesFarm and Workshop Welding, Third Revised EditionIn the Land of Good LivingThe Grapes of
WrathCalifornia JourneysTime Out Great Train Journeys of the WorldLonely Planet CaliforniaA Journey into
Steinbeck's California, third edition100 Most Popular Nonfiction AuthorsBe Brave, Be StrongWildest
AlaskaLonely Planet's Best of CaliforniaThe Innocents AbroadPleasant Journeys and Good Eats Along the
WayLonely Planet's Discover CaliforniaLittle Journeys to the Homes of Great LoversWrite That Book
Already!Grandfather's Journey (Read-aloud)Her Wild OatsThe Best of Dreamcatcher JourneysGreat Escapes:
Southern CaliforniaExplorer's Guide Santa Barbara & California's Central Coast: A Great Destination:
Includes the Santa Ynez Valley (Explorer's Great Destinations)The Grapes of WrathThe Journeys of Trees:
A Story about Forests, People, and the FutureLittle Journeys to the Homes of Great Musicians : Richard
Wagner. Nicola Paganini. Frederik Chopin. Wolfgang Mozart. Sebastian Bach. Felix MendelssohnEnrique's
Journey
Susan Shillinglaw takes the reader on a journey into Steinbeck's life, offering insight into how
California influenced his creative process and how, in turn, his legacy has influenced modern
California. Literary pilgrims will learn about the land's prominent role in Steinbeck's work; tourists
can visit the same buildings that he lived in and wrote about; and history buffs will appreciate the
engrossing perspective on daily life in early 20th-century California. Offering an entirely new
perspective on Steinbeck and the people and places that he brought to life in his writing, this
depiction of the symbiotic relationship between an author and his favorite places will delight
readers.In dem Roman " The Grapes of Wrath " sucht die Farmerfamilie Joad, sogenannte "Okies", auf den
Obst- und Baumwollplantagen Kaliforniens nach der Erfullung des amerikanischen Traums, um der Armut und
den Umweltkatastrophen in den Great Plains im sudlichen Mittleren Westen zu entgehen. IN Kalifornien
begegnen ihnen allerdings Anfeindung und Ausbeutung, die einzige Erholung bietet ein staatliches
Migrantenlager. Der Roman ist seit seinem Erscheinen 1939 auch heute noch derart fesselnd, weil er der
Familie Joad auf menschlicher Ebene begegnet und beschreibt, wie sie eine tragische Situation
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bewaltigen, die groSStenteils auSSerhalb ihrer Kontrolle liegt - eine Situation, die sowohl von
Wirtschaftskrisen als auch von Umweltkatastrophen herruhrt. " The Grapes of Wrath " ist auch im Hinblick
auf die Gegenwart von groSSer Relevanz, wenn man z. B. Die skrupellosen Manipulationen der Finanzmarkte
an der Wall Street betrachtet, die zur Weltwirtschaftskrise 2007-2009 fuhrten. Unsere Ausgabe enthalt
fundierte Lesehilfen, ausfuhrliche Annotationen und zahlreiche Zusatzmaterialien.Reproduction of the
original: Little Journeys To the Homes of Famous Women by Elbert HubbardSteinbeck records his emotions
and experiences during a journey of rediscovery in his native landLonely Planet: The world’s leading
travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Discover California is your passport to the most relevant, up-todate advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Cruise Pacific Coast
highways, cross the Golden Gate Bridge or take snaps on the Hollywood Walk of Fame; all with your
trusted travel companion. Discover the best of California and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely
Planet Discover California: Full-color maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you
tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around
like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation,
phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer,
more rewarding travel experience - wine, art, music, film, history, Hollywood, cuisine, environment,
religion, technology, history, beaches, museums, outdoor activities, wildlife. Over 20 color maps Covers
Northern California, Central Coast, Napa, Sonoma, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Yosemite, Sierra Nevada,
San Diego, Disneyland, Orange County and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and
smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalize your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip
between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations’ websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect
Choice: Lonely Planet Discover California, our easy-to-use guide, filled with inspiring and colorful
photos, focuses on California's most popular attractions for those looking for the best of the best.
Looking for a comprehensive guide that recommends both popular and offbeat experiences, and extensively
covers all California has to offer? Check out Lonely Planet California guide. Authors: Written and
researched by Lonely Planet, John Vlahides, Alison Bing; Andy Bender & Cristian Bonetto; Sara Benson;
Celeste Brash; Jade Bremner; Nate Cavalieri; Michael Grosberg; Andrea Schulte-Peevers; Helena Smith;
Josephine Quintero; Ashley Harrell About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company
and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information
for every kind of traveler since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travelers. You’ll also find our content
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online, on mobile, video and in 14 languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books,
eBooks, and more.From the foreword by Maya Angelou: "[T]he joy they promise in their prose makes me glad
that I and other writers have been willing to make good writing our aim, and even great writing our
dream." "How do I get my book published?" Good question. Lucky for you, publishing insiders Sam Barry
and Kathi Kamen Goldmark have laid out the blueprint for what you want - your book. From transforming an
idea into a manuscript to finding an agent to working with an editor to marketing your book, BookPage's
Author Enablers are here to assist you every step of the way. And they've brought some backup with
original insight from literary superstars like Stephen King, Amy Tan, Rita Mae Brown, and more. It's
everything you would ever want - and need - to know about the industry from the inside out.Shocking and
controversial when it was first published in 1939, Steinbeck's Pulitzer prize-winning epic remains his
undisputed masterpiece. It tells of the Joad family who travel West in search of the promised land, and
find only broken dreams.This lively guide takes an in-depth look at 40 of the world's best train
journeys, from short to long, luxurious to decidedly less so, nostalgic steam lines to the latest hightech locomotives. Covering a variety of reader interests, the book is divided into inspiring sections
such as Crossing Continents, State of the Art, Cultural Experiences, Nostalgia, and Scenic Spectaculars.
Every journey includes a bells-and-whistles fact box giving useful and amusing insider tips ? what to
pack, the best photo-ops, maximizing the best the trip has to offer, and more. All journeys are planned
as complete vacations and offer suggestions for memorable side trips. Featuring stunning photographs
throughout, Time Out Great Train Journeys is as beautiful as it is practical, and is an indispensable
reference for any rail buff.Our minds and hearts often exploded with joy as we became immersed in the
scenes. At times, we were one with the mystical silence and landscape. "Suddenly, we started climbing
and climbing until I felt we couldn't go higher. GERONIMO! I cried yet still we climbed. The road became
so narrow and steep that I began to think we might begin to go backward. We down-shifted again. When we
crossed Ten Sleep Creek, I peered out my window looking for snow pack. It was summer. Still we climbed,
higher and higher. The clouds became bigger-and closer. The blue, bright sky blueand rich forest green
encompassed us. Had we passed over? Were we on the other side? Dreamcatcher downshifted and climbed some
more. Dear Lord, if my ears hadn't popped earlier, I would have listened for the choir of angel voices.
We passed through Big Horn, Sitting Bull, and climbed higher. The air got thinner, the water became
purer, the sun brighter. Still we climbed. There were no people. There was no pollution. There was no
barrier between us and God. We climbed higher. The road narrowed. The blue faded into grey. We were in
the clouds and heaven bound."This book surveys John Baeder's thirty-five-year obsession with roadside
architecture, especially America's diners, and complements Baeder's Morris Museum of Art exhibit of the
same name. Often classified as a photorealist, Baeder has always resisted being labeled. He sees his
paintings as a plea for preservation and a way to reveal the psychology behind diners."Consistently
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rated the best guides to the regions covered."—National Geographic Traveler From the region’s laid-back
beach towns to the jumble of Monterey’s Cannery Row, California’s Central Coast offers the most
spectacular triptych of landscapes—surf, forests, and picturesque small towns—in the West. Includes
coverage of the region’s vineyards, culinary gems, and coastal hideaways.Fly-fish the pristine waters of
the Owens River. Step up to the microphone in a California honky-tonk. Surf the biggest waves California
has ever seen. Mingle with ducks in an urban oasis. Roller skate through L.A.'s Union Station. See
California through the eyes of 27 of the state's finest writers. All of the contributors to MY
CALIFORNIA donated their work so proceeds of this book can benefit the California Arts Council, an
agency forced to suspend school writing and arts education programs in 2003, and on the brink of
extinction because of the state's financial meltdown. Join contributing authors: * Michael Chabon *
Thomas Steinbeck * Dana Gioia * Matt Warshaw * Patt Morrison * T. Jefferson Parker * Edward Humes * Mark
Arax * Deanne Stillman * Rubin Martmnez * Percival Everett * Kathi Kamen Goldmark * Mary Mackey * Gerald
Haslam * Aimee Liu * D.J. Waldie * Hictor Tobar * Firoozeh Dumas * devorah major * Carolyn See * Chryss
Yost * Anh Do * Derek M. Powazek * Daniel Weintraub * David Kipen * Veronique de Turenne in a good read
for a good deed!!Profiles a range of quick-trip suggestions, from a culinary weekend in Ojai and a
camping venture on Catalina Island to a tour of San Diego's Gaslight District and a stay at a fiftiesstyle lodge in Palm Springs, in a visitor's resource that also profiles historical and cultural sites of
interest. Original.Great Escapes: Selective guides for travelers who want to find quick trips and
getaways within a specific locale. They take away the drudgery of sifting through online and printed
travel info by listing only the most worthwhile events, activities, and places to stay and eat. Great
Escapes: Southern California: Make the most of the SoCal experience by veering toward some unexpected,
eclectic haunts: Go "Sideways" along the back roads of the Santa Ynez Valley, find solitude while
camping on Catalina Island or the Gaviota coastline, check out San Diego's hip Gaslamp District, and
revel in a 50s-style lodge in the desert of Palm Springs.This lavish volume reveals National
Geographic's top picks for the world's most fabulous journeys, along with practical tips for your own
travels. Compiled from the favorite trips of National Geographic's travel writers, this inspirational
book spans the globe to highlight the best of the world's most famous and lesser known sojourns. It
presents an incredible diversity of possibilities, from ocean cruises around Antarctica to horse treks
in the Andes. Every continent and every possible form of transport is covered. A timely resource for the
burgeoning ranks of active travelers who crave adventurous and far-flung trips, Journeys of a Lifetime
provides scores of creative ideas: trekking the heights of Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania mountain biking
in Transylvania driving through the scenic highlands of Scotland or rolling through the outback on
Australia's famous Ghan train and dozens of other intriguing options all over the world. Journeys of a
Lifetime also features 22 fun Top 10 lists in all sorts of categories. What are the world's top 10
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elevator rides, bridges to walk across, trolley rides, ancient highways, or underground walking
adventures? Readers will love evaluating and debating the selections. Each chapter showcases stunning
photography, full-color maps, evocative text, and expert advice—including how to get there, when to
visit, and how to make the most of the journey—all packaged in a luxurious oversize volume to treasure
for years to come.Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet California is
your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Sashay out onto San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge, walk beneath ancient
redwoods, or taste wine in Sonoma Valley; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of
California and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet California: Color maps and images throughout
Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips
to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at
your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for
all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss
Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel experience - history, customs, film,
television, music, arts, literature, landscapes, wildlife Over 19 color maps Covers San Francisco, Napa
Valley, Coastal Highway 1, Sacramento, Lake Tahoe, Yosemite, the Sierra Nevada, Disneyland, Los Angeles,
Orange County, San Diego, Palm Springs and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and
smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip
between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect
Choice: Lonely Planet California , our most comprehensive guide to California, is perfect for both
exploring top sights and taking roads less traveled About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading
travel media company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and
trustworthy information for every kind of traveler since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed
over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travelers. You’ll also
find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines, armchair
and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not
contain all of the images found in the physical edition.Kathi Kamen Goldmark’s first novel, And My Shoes
Keep Walking Back to You, earned praise from an assortment of well-known authors including Amy Tan, Maya
Angelou, Scott Turow, Judy Collins, Rita Mae Brown, Carl Hiaasen, and Roddy Doyle; and received positive
reviews in O, the Oprah Magazine, the Miami Herald, the San Francisco Chronicle, and other publications.
Completed shortly before her untimely death from breast cancer, Goldmark’s Her Wild Oats is a honky-tonk
road story about two unlikely pals: A smart young woman, Arizona Rosenblatt, leaves home and her role as
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assistant to a high-powered Hollywood executive when she discovers her husband is having an affair with
a woman from Jews for Jesus; and thirteen-year-old Otis Ray “Wild Oats” Pixlie, boy genius harmonica
player. In the end, Otis Ray learns what it means to be an adult, Arizona discovers the life she wants,
and they both figure out the true meaning of love and family.Offering a comprehensive view of the
South's literary landscape, past and present, this volume of The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture
celebrates the region's ever-flourishing literary culture and recognizes the ongoing evolution of the
southern literary canon. As new writers draw upon and reshape previous traditions, southern literature
has broadened and deepened its connections not just to the American literary mainstream but also to
world literatures--a development thoughtfully explored in the essays here. Greatly expanding the content
of the literature section in the original Encyclopedia, this volume includes 31 thematic essays
addressing major genres of literature; theoretical categories, such as regionalism, the southern gothic,
and agrarianism; and themes in southern writing, such as food, religion, and sexuality. Most striking is
the fivefold increase in the number of biographical entries, which introduce southern novelists,
playwrights, poets, and critics. Special attention is given to contemporary writers and other
individuals who have not been widely covered in previous scholarship.When he was a young man, Allen
Say’s grandfather left his home in Japan to explore the world. He began his journey by crossing the
Pacific Ocean on a steamship, then wandered the deserts, farmlands, and cities of North America. Allen
Say lovingly tells the story of his own family’s cross-cultural history in elegant watercolor paintings
that earned him a Caldecott Medal in 1994. This twentieth-anniversary edition of the modern classic
features read-aloud audio and an introduction by Allen Say.Enjoy the journey, slowly! This breathtaking
travel book celebrates taking the scenic route. Explore 200 inspirational journeys across the globe with
this stunning visual guide. There is no better way to see the world than to move through it, taking your
time. These once-in-a-lifetime journeys will stay with you forever. Get inspired by whatever mode of
transport you love most - on foot, by bike, by car, on the water, or by rail! In our fast-paced, modern
world, Unforgettable Journeys will allow you to take a back seat and enjoy the ebb and flow of travel
thoughtfully. Enjoy an epic bike ride along the ancient Silk Road, a cruise around Antarctica, or a
train journey in Zambia. This travel guide is organized by types of transportation. Whether you're an
avid hiker, cyclist, or driver, or love to be on the water or on rails, we've got you covered. We've
picked the world's best adventures, from famous experiences like riding the Orient Express to driving
Route 66 and walking the Camino de Santiago. If that's not your thing, we also travel off-the-beatenpath by cycling around Botswana, kayaking through Finnish Lakeland, and scaling the cirques of La
Réunion on foot. This stunning, hardcover book is packed with gorgeous full-color photos and fascinating
overviews of each carefully chosen destination, making it the perfect gift for dreamers and travelers
alike. Discover the Joys of Slow Travel This travel book is a vibrant celebration of taking the scenic
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route! Explore over 200 once-in-a-lifetime travel moments that will inspire you to travel the world.
This inspirational travel journal includes: - A wide range of different travel types from hiking to
sailing. - Discover the world's most famous adventures like the Orient Express and driving Route 66. Taking the road less traveled by cycling around Botswana or kayaking through Finnish Lakeland.**The
National Bestseller** From the acclaimed, bestselling author of Turn Right at Machu Picchu, a
fascinating, wild, and wonder-filled journey into Alaska, America's last frontier In 1899, railroad
magnate Edward H. Harriman organized a most unusual summer voyage to the wilds of Alaska: He converted a
steamship into a luxury "floating university," populated by some of America's best and brightest
scientists and writers, including the anti-capitalist eco-prophet John Muir. Those aboard encountered a
land of immeasurable beauty and impending environmental calamity. More than a hundred years later,
Alaska is still America's most sublime wilderness, both the lure that draws one million tourists
annually on Inside Passage cruises and as a natural resources larder waiting to be raided. As ever, it
remains a magnet for weirdos and dreamers. Armed with Dramamine and an industrial-strength mosquito net,
Mark Adams sets out to retrace the 1899 expedition. Traveling town to town by water, Adams ventures
three thousand miles north through Wrangell, Juneau, and Glacier Bay, then continues west into the
colder and stranger regions of the Aleutians and the Arctic Circle. Along the way, he encounters dozens
of unusual characters (and a couple of very hungry bears) and investigates how lessons learned in 1899
might relate to Alaska's current struggles in adapting to the pressures of a changing climate and
world.Jill Homer has an outlandish ambition: Racing a mountain bike 2,740 miles from Canada to Mexico
along the Continental Divide. But her dream starts to unravel the minute she sets it in motion. An
accident on the Iditarod Trail results in serious frostbite. She struggles with painful recovery and
growing uncertainties. Then, just two days before their departure, her boyfriend ends their eight-year
relationship, dismantling everything Jill thought she knew about life, love and her identity. This is
the story of an adventure driven relentlessly forward as foundations crumble. During her record-breaking
ride in the 2009 Tour Divide, Jill battles a torrent of anger, self-doubt, fatigue, loneliness, pain,
grief, bicycle failures, crashes and violent storms. Each night, she collapses under the crushing effort
of this savage new way of life. And every morning, she picks up the pieces and strikes out to find what
lies on the other side of the Divide: Astonishing beauty, unconditional kindness, and boundless
strength.Great American Railroad Journeys sees the famous brand of social-history-cum-travelogue venture
to the New World. Across multiple programmes and using Appleton's General Guide To The United States &
Canada as reference, Michael Portillo now undertakes an epic trip by train from New York and Boston on
the East Coast down to the Deep South of Atlanta and New Orleans, then on to Chicago, Colorado, New
Mexico and ultimately finishing in San Francisco. This lavishly illustrated official tie-in covers each
journey Portillo makes across North America and captures the colour, beauty, history and exhilaration
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experienced when journeying through this incredible continent. Packed with new maps, as well as
originals from Appleton's General Guide, this book explores the construction of rail routes across the
continent in the 1800s, as a new nation was built by the immigrant masses. Truly this is a colourful and
exciting enterprise, with vignettes of revealing social history displaying the rich tapestry of the
peoples who established themselves in this vast new world. Great American Railroad Journeys is a musthave purchase for any fan of this unique and award-winning travel series.This updated and expanded new
edition guides you along some of the lesser-known motorcycling gems in California, as well as pointing
the way to the unspoiled places of Mexico's Baja peninsula."Consistently rated the best guides to the
regions covered."—National Geographic Traveler From the region’s laid-back beach towns to the jumble of
Monterey’s Cannery Row, California’s Central Coast offers the most spectacular triptych of
landscapes—surf, forests, and picturesque small towns—in the West. Includes coverage of the region’s
vineyards, culinary gems, and coastal hideaways.A wickedly smart, funny, and irresistibly off-kilter
account of an improbable thousand-mile journey on foot into the heart of modern Florida, the state that
Russell calls "America Concentrate." In the summer of 2016, Kent Russell--broke, at loose ends, hungry
for adventure--set off to walk across Florida. Mythic, superficial, soaked in contradictions, maligned
by cultural elites, segregated from the South, and literally vanishing into the sea, Florida (or, as he
calls it: "America Concentrate") seemed to Russell to embody America's divided soul. The journey, with
two friends intent on filming the ensuing mayhem, quickly reduces the trio to filthy drifters pushing a
shopping cart of camera equipment. They get waylaid by a concerned citizen bearing a rifle; buy cocaine
from an ex-wrestler; visit a spiritual medium. The narrative overflows with historical detail about how
modern Florida came into being after World War II, and how it came to be a petri dish for life in a
suddenly, increasingly diverse new land of minority-majority cities and of unrivaled ethnic and
religious variety. Russell has taken it all in with his incomparably focused lens and delivered a book
that is both an inspired travelogue and a profound rumination on the nation's soul--and his own. It is a
book that is wildly vivid, encyclopedic, erudite, and ferociously irreverent--a deeply ambivalent love
letter to his sprawling, brazenly varied home state.Provides alphabetically-arranged biographical
entries of popular writers of nonfiction, including Richard Dawkins, Joan Didion, and Paul Theroux, and
presents insights on the creative process for each individual.Each issue is an individual biography,
with each year devoted to a special group of biographies.A stirring travelogue takes readers into the
heart of Alaska in search of the region's great natural beauty and diversity and explores how the forces
of the natural world--earthquakes, landslides, giant waves, and climate--have shaped the
landscape.Documents the journey of a Honduran teen who braved hardship and peril to reunite with his
mother after she was forced to leave him behind and seek migratory work in the United States.An urgent
and illuminating portrait of forest migration, and of the people studying the forests of the past,
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protecting the forests of the present, and planting the forests of the future. Forests are restless. Any
time a tree dies or a new one sprouts, the forest that includes it has shifted. When new trees sprout in
the same direction, the whole forest begins to migrate, sometimes at astonishing rates. Today, however,
an array of obstacles—humans felling trees by the billions, invasive pests transported through global
trade—threaten to overwhelm these vital movements. Worst of all, the climate is changing faster than
ever before, and forests are struggling to keep up. A deft blend of science reporting and travel
writing, The Journeys of Trees explores the evolving movements of forests by focusing on five trees:
giant sequoia, ash, black spruce, Florida torreya, and Monterey pine. Journalist Zach St. George visits
these trees in forests across continents, finding sequoias losing their needles in California, fossil
records showing the paths of ancient forests in Alaska, domesticated pines in New Zealand, and tender
new sprouts of blight-resistant American chestnuts in New Hampshire. Everywhere he goes, St. George
meets lively people on conservation’s front lines, from an ecologist studying droughts to an
evolutionary evangelist with plans to save a dying species. He treks through the woods with activists,
biologists, and foresters, each with their own role to play in the fight for the uncertain future of our
environment. An eye-opening investigation into forest migration past and present, The Journeys of Trees
examines how we can all help our trees, and our planet, survive and thrive.From the charming city of
Bath, featured in Jane Austen's Persuasion, to the Amazon of Mario Vargas Llosa's La Casa Verde, this
unique travel guide brings you to the places you've only read about. Whether you want to learn more
about a destination or follow in the footsteps of a favorite character, Reading on Location helps you
make the most of your trip.
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